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Chapter 6

Evangelicals in the Shadow of Scopes

SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

In about 1900, Lord Kelvin thought that all major scientific discoveries had
been made. In 1905, Einstein put forward his theory of “Special Relativ-
ity,” and in the 1920s cosmologists, like Fr. Le Maitre, were determining
the age of the universe. The discovery of radioactivity in 1895 resulted in
two benefits—the use in radiometric age dating from 1905 and the med-
ical use of X-rays. The unlimited energy of radioactivity resulted both in
nuclear power and the atomic bomb. From the 1930s as the neo-Darwinian
synthesis was forged by Mayr, Dobhansky, Huxley, and others. That put
paid to orthogenetic and teleological evolution, which had reigned since
1880. In the inter-war years many British and Americans favored eugenics
resulting in the sterilization of mentally-retarded people. Eugenics was
rejected after the Second World War.

Work in paleoanthropology grew apace with important discoveries
throughout the world. Notable was Raymond Dart in South Africa, but
most notorious were Piltdown Man, a hoax which developed a life of
its own and lives on as part of the YEC arsenal against evolution, and
Nebraska man. Space precludes any mention of advances in physics and
chemistry, but this was the time when biochemistry became a science in
its own right. Medical advances culminated in the discovery and utiliza-
tion of Penicillin. Technology bounded ahead, with the aeroplane and the
rise of motorized transport shrinking the world. Electronic communica-
tions came into being with both radio and television, and an evangelical,
Ambrose Fleming, an evangelical, invented the thermionic valve.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS AND POSTWAR DECLINE

As the twentieth century dawned evangelicals were dominant but be-
gan to decline soon after the publication of the Fundamentals (Fundamentals,
1910–1915) in 1910. In the first decade evangelicals could claim consider-
able scientific respectability as were some of the articles on science in the
Fundamentals. These twelve booklets were written to buttress the funda-
mentals of Christianity and reflect a broad Evangelicalism. Prof. James Orr
(1844–1913) of the United Free Church College, Glasgow, wrote two of the
most important scientific articles. In Volume IV he contributed Science and
Christian Faith, a brief but well-argued article. Orr began by criticizing
those, like Draper and White, who pit science against Christianity. He
mentioned scientists who were Christian or sympathetic. After a short dis-
cussion of miracles he then briefly described the relation of Christianity to
the sciences of astronomy and geology.

His last section was on Evolution and Man (Fundamentals, 1910–1915,
vol. iv, pp. 102–103), which he saw as “the point in which ‘conflict’ be-
tween Scripture and science is most frequently urged.” Yet Orr had no
concerns as “[a] newer evolution has arisen which breaks with Darwin
on the three points.” These were Chance, the insufficiency of Natural
selection and the understanding that speciation could be rapid rather
than slow. Orr wrote that evolution was a new name for creation, except
that “the creative power now works from within.” However in Vol VIII,
Henry Beach from Colorado contributed an essay entitled Decadence of
Darwinism and G. F. Wright wrote on The Passing of Evolution, in which
he continued his theme that limited geological time precluded Dar-
winian evolution and paved the way for anti-evolutionism. These are
some of the scientific articles in The Fundamentals. Some articles repre-
sent careful conservative scholarship, others are harbingers of 1920s anti-
evolutionism.

As the First World War loomed, confidence among evangelicals was
high but after the end of the war their influence declined rapidly in both
the United States and Britain. Many evangelical leaders died within a few
years of 1918 and by 1930 evangelicals were considered a spent force.
One result was evangelical disengagement from science, culture, and the
intellectual world. During the interwar years evangelicals were at a low
ebb in intellectual attainment and influence, but, with historical hindsight,
all future developments were there in embryo.

It is easy to dismiss all evangelicals as fundamentalist, but there is a
problem of defining both Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism, which
may often be seen to be synonymous. The British avoided the term fun-
damentalist, but Americans often did not. This era was also the heyday
of liberals both in United Kingdom and United States, who took control
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of most mainline denominations. In America many evangelicals simply
left and found their own churches, but British evangelicals remained as a
beleaguered rump.

THE INTERWAR YEARS IN THE UNITED STATES: A WIDER

PERSPECTIVE

After the First World War American evangelicals were left on the side-
lines, and often formed their own “pure” evangelical churches. Further
doctrinal or personal disagreements caused more splits resulting in the be-
wildering variety of churches. There were several other results. First, there
was often a rejection of the old intellectual conservatism epitomized by the
Princeton theologians and the Baptist Augustus Strong (1836–1921). In its
place, many adopted the Dispensationalism of Cyrus Scofield (1843–1921),
editor of the Scofield Bible and rejected any hint of modernism. This meant
that many evangelical clergy moved from an intellectually based conser-
vatism to one with a literalist hermeneutic. The popularity of Dispensa-
tionalism encouraged this as all the prophetic books of the Bible were inter-
preted literally. This was applied to early Genesis as well, though the Gap
Theory espoused by Dispensationalists did allow for all geological time.
However Ussher’s chronology for the creation of humans in 4004 BC and
the Old Testament was retained. Thus geology was more than acceptable
but evolution and the existence of early humans before 6,000 years ago was
a great no-no. Most of the fundamentalist leaders of the inter-war years fol-
lowed this position with the great Fundamentalist preachers like William
Bell Riley (1861–1947) and John Roach Straton (1875–1929) being strident
in their Pre-Millennialism and anti-evolutionism, but often inconsistent
over geology, sometimes looking to McCready Price (1870–1963). Another
vibrant strand in American evangelicalism was the Holiness Movement,
which derived from the nineteenth-century Methodist churches. Their ap-
proach to faith was very experiential and emphasized that “Orthodoxy
of opinion was secondary to the Orthodoxy of life.” Though Holiness
leaders were skeptical of evolution, they did not take part in the anti-
evolution crusades of the 1920s (Numbers, 1998, pp. 111–136). Despite the
force of their rhetoric and the number of anti-evolution books and tracts,
the anti-evolutionist movement failed to attract any mainstream scientists.
The only biologist with any postgraduate qualifications was S. James Bole
(1875–1956), a member of the Holiness movement, who taught at various
colleges including Wheaton College.

The success of the fundamentalist anti-evolution campaign was lim-
ited to their own members as many, whether Christian or not, were re-
pelled by what they perceived as anti-intellectualism. Into this popular
anti-evolutionism stumbled a schoolteacher, John Scopes (1901–70) whose
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trial, when shorn of myth, brings out the strengths and weaknesses of the
pre-Depression evangelicals.

THE SCOPES TRIAL 1925

The Scopes trial sums up evangelicals and science at this time.1 The
myth of the Scopes trial has taken on a life of its own and has misinformed
opinion ever since. In the United States science for evangelicals was dom-
inated by the Scopes trial, and the abiding images of those decades are
provided by Inherit the Wind. This portrays American evangelicals as hav-
ing a hillbilly faith based on anti-intellectual literalism. Edward Larson in
his Pulitzer Prize winning book Summer of the Gods (Larson, 1997) corrects
much of that, but old story still rules. The events that led up to the trial are
the most bizarre in the history of science and religion.

As we saw in Chapter 3, the warfare model of the relationship of science
and Christianity dominated the twentieth century. In a sense the warfare
model both fuelled the events of the Scopes trial and their interpretation
as it had become the received wisdom of many secular Americans. The
attorney Clarence Darrow (1857–1938) knew the books of Draper and
White by heart, and the defense co-counsel at Dayton, Arthur Garfield
Heys said, “Of all the books I have read for this trial, the ‘Warfare between
Science and Religion [sic],’ by Prof. White, is, to my mind, one of the most
interesting and readable.” With attitudes like this, it is not surprising that
fundamentalists initiated the anti-evolution crusade and objected to the
new Darwinian biology textbooks, such as Hunter’s Civic Biology used in
Tennessee. Further in the 20s the eugenics movement was at its height and
many eugenicists were evolutionists—R. A. Fisher, Leonard Darwin, and
H. F. Osborn. By 1935, thirty-five states had passed laws to compel the
sterilization of the eugenically unfit. As Hunter wrote in his Civic Biology,
“If such people were lower animals, we would probably kill them off to
prevent them from spreading.”

Christian anti-evolutionists like the “Great Commoner” William Jen-
nings Bryan (1860–1925) and Billy Sunday (1862–1935) denounced eugen-
ics as inspired by evolution. Bryan called it brutal and at Dayton argued
it was a reason not to teach evolution. Billy Sunday bracketed eugen-
ics and evolution in his 1925 Memphis crusade. The Modernist theolo-
gians Shailer Mathews (1863–1941) and H. E. Fosdick (1878–1969) both
supported eugenics. From our post-Nazi perspective it is difficult not to
grant the moral high ground to the Fundamentalists.2 It also gave reasons
to reject Modernism. Ironically in 1939 when most had rejected eugenics
William J. Tinkle (1892–1981) “was still advocating selective human breed-
ing in his creationist textbook, Fundamentals of Biology” (Numbers, 1992,
p. 223).
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Anti-evolutionism was only part of fundamentalist militancy as their
main target was theological Modernism, which swept through every de-
nomination. As a result conservatives formed a loose coalition to combat
this threat to orthodoxy. Some stressed the German roots of higher criti-
cism and attributed a “survival of the fittest” mentality to German mili-
tarism. These were combined into the distinctive Fundamentalism of the
1920s and 1930s and the formation of the World’s Christian Fundamentals
Association (WCFA) in 1919. With William Jennings Bryan’s opposition to
the war and anti-evolutionism, this led to Dayton.

The alliance of Bryan and Fundamentalists like Riley does not demon-
strate that they were in total agreement. Riley was a dispensationalist, but
Bryan believed in the power of reform to make life better. Bryan had a
thirty-five year career in public life, becoming a Democratic Congressman
in 1890. With his oratory he became known as the Great Commoner and
secured three presidential nominations. After supporting Woodrow Wil-
son in his presidential campaign of 1912, Bryan became secretary of state
and resigned from office after America’s entry into World War One. Yet
he was a progressive reformer and supported both prohibition and female
suffrage. As his biographer Lawrence Levine commented, “In Williams
Jennings Bryan reform and reaction lived happily, if somewhat incon-
gruously, side by side.” His anti-evolutionism came from his Christian
convictions but he was no six-day creationist. He was willing to accept
evolution for the animal kingdom but not for man. He was very much in
line with earlier Christians, like James Orr.

Into this heady political and religious mix the Scopes trial was born.
Matters began late in 1921 when Kentucky’s Baptist State Board of Missions
passed a resolution asking for a law against teaching evolution. Bryan
heard about it early the next year and adopted it. The campaign spread
quickly, with John Roach Straton (1875–1929) advocating anti-evolution
in New York, Norris in Texas and T. T. Martin throughout the south with
William Bell Riley was offering to debate evolutionists, and providing the
support of the WCFA. Three years later these four were the most prominent
ministers supporting Scopes’ prosecution.

In January 1925 Senator Shelton introduced a bill in the Tennessee Leg-
islature. The next day John W. Butler put forward similar legislation in
the House of Representatives, demanding a $500 fine for a public school
teacher teaching “any theory that denies the story of the Divine Creation
of man as taught in the Bible . . . ” The House passed it by seventy-one
votes to five. The public was caught off guard and opponents began to
work on the Senate and wrote letters to the press. In February Billy Sun-
day returned to Memphis for a second crusade. On March 21, the Senate
passed the Butler bill by twenty-four to six and it was sent to the Governor
to sign. Despite protests from evolutionists and liberal churchmen it was
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made law in Tennessee. The American Civil Liberties Union saw the bill
as contrary to civil liberties and offered legal help to any schoolteacher
challenging the law.

What happened next is slapstick comedy. Dr. George Rappleyea, a mine
manager, who attended a modernist Methodist church, read in the Chat-
tanooga Times on May 4 of the ACLU’s offer of legal help. The most credible
version of legend says he hurried to Robinson’s drugstore and suggested
getting publicity for Dayton. With seven others, including several attor-
neys, he obtained support from the ACLU. They then called in the high
school’s science teacher and football coach, John Scopes and Rappleyea
asked him if he had been teaching from Hunter’s Civic Biology. When he
admitted his felony Robinson told him, “Then you’ve been violating the
law” and then asked, “John, would you be willing to stand for a test case?”
The die was cast.

Scopes was not a radical and taught physics, math, and football rather
than biology. Like his father he was agnostic. He preferred sport to politics
and occasionally attended Dayton’s Methodist church. The following day,
a front-page article in the Banner carried the story how George Rappleyea
was prosecuting a teacher for violating state law. Anyone reading that the
prosecution was acting for the ACLU would have known it was not an
ordinary criminal case. Many Tennesseans did not appreciate Dayton’s
publicity stunt.

The preliminary hearing took place on May 9 for action in August.
The prosecutors included two local attorneys Sue (a man) and Herbert
Hicks along with Bryan, though he had not pursued law for thirty years.
According to Larson, this changed the whole issue from a narrow con-
stitutional test to one where evolution as well as Scopes was on trial.
The ACLU’s hopes for a test case were dashed again when Clarence Dar-
row offered to duel Bryan. Darrow, who was then sixty-eight, is best
described as an atheistic pugilist of considerable notoriety, which had
increased after his successful defense of the Leopold-Loeb case, when
Darrow saved two from death by appealing to psychological determin-
ism. The historian Will Herberg described him as ‘the last of the ‘village
atheists’ on a national scale’. The humanist Edwin Mimms from Vander-
bilt University wryly commented, “When Clarence Darrow is put forth
as the champion of the forces of enlightenment to fight the battle for
scientific knowledge, one feels almost persuaded to become a Fundamen-
talist.” The ACLU tried to displace Darrow as defense lawyer, but Scopes
wanted him.

The trial began on July 10, with five hundred visitors from the media.
With America’s finest journalists present, including H. L. Mencken, the
trial became a media event and dominated the national newspapers for
a week. Judge Raulston arrived at 8.30 A.M. with a Bible and statute book
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and as temperatures were set to top 100 degrees he allowed attorneys to
dispense with coats and ties. He was followed by the defense, Darrow,
Malone and Neal, and then Scopes and Rappleyea. At nine o’clock Bryan
entered with the other prosecutors to great applause. The court opened
with an “interminable” prayer punctuated by amens. Shortly before noon
a thousand people left the stifling courtroom, to find four steers being
barbecued. After lunch the jury was selected and the veniremen chosen
were fundamentalist inclined, which Mencken did not regard as impartial.
After that court was adjourned for the weekend and most visitors headed
to the Great Smoky Mountains to escape the heat, while Bryan preached
at Dayton’s Southern Methodist church.

On Monday the court was refilled to capacity and business began. The
defense challenged the constitutionality of the antievolution statute to
quash the indictment. Neal and Hays began the defense so that Darrow
could close dramatically. Hays compared the statute to a law against
Copernicanism claiming that “Evolution is as much a scientific fact as
the Copernican theory. McKenzie and Stewart took up the prosecution.
Then Darrow took the floor and argued that the antievolution law was
illegal as it established a particular religious viewpoint in public schools.
Darrow’s speech was electric and Mencken wrote that “It was not de-
signed for reading but for hearing.” Responses to the speech were varied,
some hissed (morons to Mencken) and others applauded. Court resumed
next morning only to be adjourned due to power failure, which prevented
Judge Raulston from preparing his ruling on the motion to quash the
indictment.

Wednesday was the hottest day and during lunchtime Scopes went
swimming in a mountain pool with two of the prosecutors, Wallace Hag-
gard and William Bryan Jr. and returned late. That afternoon the defense’s
first witness, the zoologist Maynard M. Metcalf, was called and Darrow
prevented Scopes from taking the stand, because he was not, in fact, a
biology teacher and that would collapse the whole trial. Metcalf was
an Oberlin graduate and also taught a college-age Sunday-school class.
Darrow persuaded Metcalf to explain evolution. The next day William
Bryan Jr. opened for the state. Hays followed, to be answered by Bryan Sr.,
who rose to the occasion with an hour-long attack on teaching evolution,
followed by Malone with an appeal for freedom. Stewart was last and put
the case for statutory interpretation rather than testimony for or against
evolution.

The next day the court met for an hour before closing for the week-
end. Monday was crunch time and every seat was filled by 8:30 A.M.

when proceedings began with prayer aimed at the defense. Hays read out
the statements of the witnesses for the defense, eight scientists, three of
whom sought to reconcile evolution with Genesis, as did the four religious
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witnesses, including Shailer Mathews. Then Hays summoned Bryan who
stated, “They came here to try revealed religion. I have come here to de-
fend it, and they can ask me any questions they please.” As the Nashville
Banner reported, “Then began an examination which has few, if any, par-
allels in court history. In reality, it was a debate between Darrow and
Bryan on Biblical history, on agnosticism and belief in revealed religion.”
They jousted over Jonah and the whale and the long day of Joshua. When
it came to Genesis 1, Bryan demonstrated his acceptance of the Day-Age
interpretation, resulting in the following exchange:

Have you any idea of the length of these periods?

No; I don’t

Do you think that the sun was made on the fourth day?

Yes.

And they had evening and morning without the sun?

I am simply saying it is a period.

They had evening and morning for four periods without the sun, do you think?

I believe in creation as there told, and if I am not able to explain it I will accept it.

This gave the defense what they wanted in that as Hays said, “Bryan
had conceded that he interpreted the Bible.” Scopes reported in his autobi-
ography that, “The Biblical literalists . . . were . . . disappointed that Bryan
gave ground” (Larson, 1997, p. 189) This part of Bryan’s testimony was
altered in Inherit the Wind. Soon afterwards Raulston adjourned for the
day and Darrow’s supporters were jubilant. Next day the jury was sent
out after Darrow had suggested that the judge should instruct them to
find the defendant guilty. They did and recommended a $100 fine. The
following Sunday afternoon Bryan died in his sleep.

Then the Scopes trial took on a life of its own. Soon the Scopes legend be-
gan to grow, beginning with the publication of F. L. Allen’s Only Yesterday:
An Informal History of the Nineteen-Twenties in 1931 and culminating with
the release of the film version of Inherit the Wind in 1960. As Larson wrote,
“Far more than what happened in Dayton, these two works shaped how
later generations would come to think of the Scopes trial.” Allen intended
to give a racy account of the Roaring Twenties, but altered what happened
at the trial, incorrectly stating, “Bryan affirmed his belief that the world
was created in 4004 BC.” By doing this Allen wrongly persuaded future
generations that not only was Bryan a six-day creationist but that this was
a central tenet of fundamentalism. As Larson points out Allen made many
distortions, which became the Scopes legend. Larson then names other
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writers who adopted Allen’s account such as the historians Furniss and
Hofstadter.

Hofstadter drew parallels with the Scopes trial and McCarthyism in his
Anti-intellectualism in American life, which was what the liberal left wanted
to hear. This association with McCarthyism inspired Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee’s play, Inherit the Wind, in which anti-evolutionism was not
the danger but McCarthyism, as they felt that McCarthyism paralleled
some aspects of the Scopes trial. When I first saw the film some thirty
years ago I thought it was a docudrama of the Scopes trial. Whatever the
intentions of the playwrights, this is how most viewers perceive it as it
molded their understanding of 1920s anti-evolutionism.

The characters in Inherit the Wind have their counterparts in the Scopes
trial, but much was changed for artistic and political reasons. Prominent
in the film is the fundamentalist mob singing about the old-time religion.
Bryan was metamorphosed into Brady, a mindless reactionary demagogue
who told Drummond (Darrow) that creation took place “on the 23rd of
October in the Year 4004 BC at—uh, at 9 A.M.!” Brady collapsed and died
at the end of his closing speech. At the time critics savaged the play and
the movie and by 1967 Joseph Wood Knutch could say, “Most people who
have any notions about the trial get them from the play, Inherit the Wind,
or from the movie.”

The response today of YEC leaders to the Scopes trial exposes the am-
biguity of the participants. The Bryan of Inherit the Wind would be more
to their liking. Henry Morris wrote, “Probably the most serious mistake
made by Bryan on the stand was to insist repeatedly that he had implicit
confidence in the infallibility of Scripture, but then to hedge on the geo-
logical questions, relying on the day/age theory. George McCready Price
had warned him against this very thing. Darrow, of course, made the
most of it, ridiculing the idea of people claiming to believe the Bible was
inspired when its meaning was so flexible that one could make it say what-
ever he wished!” (Morris, 1984, p. 66). Writing in 1942, Price complained

Au: Is this
being referred
to 1984a or
1984b?

that Bryan had “conceded the entire geological arguments to evolution-
ists, with the pitiful results now known to all the world” (Numbers, 1992,
p. 99).

The Australian, Carl Weiland, reviewing Larson’s book also criticized
Bryan for accepting geological time. He wrote “In fact, it may surprise
many readers to know that the ‘Great Commoner,’ as the populist Bryan
was affectionately known, would have felt perfectly comfortable with any
of today’s ‘intelligent design’ theorists and long-age creationists. In a pinch,
he would have been able to cope with some form of theistic evolution,
it seems, so long as Adam’s soul remained divinely created. . . . And of
course, it is well-known that in the witness box, the wily Darrow showed
up the inconsistencies in Bryan’s acceptance of millions of years in the face
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of the Bible’s clear statements on six days. Not to mention that Bryan, not
having a clear stand or understanding on the historicity of Genesis, had
no coherent response to the question of Cain’s wife, either. The message
this gave people was quite clear—if even this great ‘champion’ stumbled
in the face of ‘science,’ Christians had no answers, and the Bible could not
be trusted.”3

It is almost impossible to consider the Scopes trial dispassionately as it
is hard to separate myth from history. Many see it as the precursor of the
recent YEC debates and education bills. In one sense it is, but there are vital
differences. In 1925 the contentious issue was the teaching of evolution, but
not geology. Today the intention is to reject both evolution and geology.
Perhaps the real victor of the Scopes trial was George McCready Price,
who is the grandfather of modern creationism, to whom we now turn.

GEORGE MCCREADY PRICE (1870–1963)

George McCready Price is one of the few people, who are more impor-
tant in retrospect than in their lifetimes. Price was ridiculed by scientists,
never more than partially accepted by Fundamentalists, and respected
only within limited circles. His importance is that Henry Morris drew
upon his writings for his Young Earth Geology in The Genesis Flood. Price
was born in New Brunswick in 1870 and after he lost his father at twelve,
his mother joined the Seventh Day Adventist church. There Price was
introduced to the writings of Ellen White. At seventeen Price married a
woman twelve years his senior and then sold White’s works in the Mar-
itime Provinces of Canada. From 1891 he spent two years at the Adven-
tist Battle Creek College in Michigan and did a one-year teacher-training
course in New Brunswick where he took elementary courses in science—
his only science education.

He went into teaching and devoured evolution books concluding that
“all turned on its view of geology, and that if geology were true, the rest
would seem to be more or less reasonable.” He almost accepted evolution
but could not harmonize it with Genesis as interpreted by White. Finally he
accepted White’s revelations in Patriarchs and Prophets and concluded that
the deluge had buried the strata and attendant fossils. After reading many
geological tomes he claimed to find a flaw in “evolutionary geology.” That
fatal flaw in geology was that, Price claimed, geologists dated rocks by their
fossils and the fossils by their position in the geological column, and is thus
a circular argument. He first argued this in Outlines of Modern Christianity
(Price, 1902) and developed the theme over the next half century. Like Wise
and Austin a century later, he claimed that water eroded out the Grand
Canyon before the sediments had completely hardened, thus allowing its
rapid formation.
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His second book Illogical Geology (Price, 1906) gave an alternative expla-
nation for overthrusting, whereby “older” strata are thrust over “younger”
strata. He cited Cambrian strata lying on top of Cretaceous strata in Al-
berta, and soon after publishing his book discovered the Lewis overthrust
in Montana, which covered several thousand square miles. He then pro-
nounced a new geological principle, the Law of Conformable Stratigraphical
Sequence “Any kind of fossiliferous rock may occur conformably on any
kind of fossiliferous rock, old or young.” The conclusion of the discov-
ery was clear to Price and that is that the deposition of the strata was
catastrophic rather than Uniformitarian and so “flood geology” explained
“beautifully every major problem in the supposed conflict between mod-
ern science and modern Christianity.”

In 1923, he published his magnum opus The New Geology (Price, 1923),
a massive 736-page volume, which appears like a college geology text
from the 20s. It was full of unauthorized geological photographs from
respectable sources. It was no wonder that Schuchert described this as a
“geological nightmare” as if it were true, then geology would be impossi-
ble. His new geology which was so opposed to standard Uniformitarian
geology he called the “new catastrophism” to distinguish it from the old
catastrophism of Cuvier and Buckland a century earlier.

These books by Price were a new approach to challenging evolution. It
was a result of his conviction that geology was 90 percent of evolution,
and thus if you could undermine geology, evolution would go. Price was
correct as if the geological timescale were wrong then there would be no
time for evolution. As a result Price spent little time on biological questions.
In the mid-1920s he was at the height of his powers and Science regarded
him as “the principle scientific authority of the Fundamentalists.” He also
published in periodicals as diverse as Moody Monthly and the Catholic
World.

During the 1930s public interest began to wane and in the 1940s former
students like Harold Clark devised their own theories of flood geology.
Divisions like this hindered the advance of Deluge Geology, which had
to wait another twenty years. Even so for a half a century from 1902,
Price published innumerable books on the theme of his Deluge Geol-
ogy and attempted to form various deluge societies. The greatest recogni-
tion that Price received was to be included as a prime pseudoscientist in
Martin Gardner’s Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science (Gardner, 1957),
which described him unprophetically as “the last and greatest of the anti-
evolutionists.” In 1950 Lawrence Kulp commented that Price’s ideas had
“grown and infiltrated the greater portion of fundamental Christianity in
America.” A few years later Bernard Ramm noted the “staggering” influ-
ence of Price and said that Flood Geology was “the backbone of much
Fundamentalist thought.’ His ghost is still with us.
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THE INFLUENCE OF MCCREADY PRICE

AND DELUGE GEOLOGY

Price’s greatest influence was within Adventist and Missouri Lutheran
circles. Bryan had referred to him at the Scopes Trial. Price did not convince
many American evangelicals but he made many doubt geological dating.
Many fundamentalist writers were adamant that evolution was wrong
and led to immorality, even though they incorporated geological ages by
adopting either the Gap Theory or the Day Age interpretation. Several
theological writers during the interwar years expressed either agreement
with or sympathy for Price’s deluge geology. Despite his allegiance to
geological time, Jennings Bryan valued Price’s work and Rimmer tried a
pick’n’mix with Price and Scofield.

Price’s books were used in some fundamentalist colleges. Evolutionary
Geology (Price, 1926), a shorter version of The New Geology, was used as
a geology textbook at Wheaton College in the 1920s and this was men-
tioned at the Scopes trial. However it was discarded in the 30s when
Paul Wright began to teach geology. From that time Wheaton College
was clearly old earth. However in the 1960s copies of Price’s Evolution-
ary Geology were re-bound (Prof. S. Moshier kindly gave me a copy and
explained its history) and used for a different purpose. Rather than to
teach students what geology they should believe, they were used as an ex-
ercise in critical thinking as the students were encouraged to look for
the flaws in Price’s work. That stopped by 1970 and an exercise like
that would be dynamite today as many students entering Wheaton are
YECs, as I found when I taught geology in the Black Hills for Wheaton
in 2001.

Support for McCready Price came from surprising quarters, and from
my Anglican perspective none is more surprising than W. H. Griffith
Thomas (1861–1924). As I discussed in the previous chapter late
nineteenth-century evangelical Anglicans unanimously accepted geology
and the majority accepted evolution with minor reservations. During the
first half of the twentieth century Liberal Catholics came to dominate
Anglicanism, with Modernists coming a close second. As a result most
Anglicans not only accepted evolution but held Genesis to be mytholog-
ical as in the report Doctrine in the Church of England (1937). There was
not one evangelical on that commission which was chaired by William
Temple (1881–1944). He was Archbishop of Canterbury from 1942 to 1944.
(Bowler). Evangelicals declined in numbers and in England split into Lib-
eral and Conservative Evangelicals. The former were closer to Modernists
in many ways and the latter deliberately eschewed the “excesses” of Amer-
ican Fundamentalism. They tended to follow Handley Moule (1841–1920)
and, to a lesser extent, J. C. Ryle (1816–1900) whose tradition was carried on
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in the early decades by Dean Henry Wace of Canterbury, Bishop Edward
Knox (1847–1934) of Manchester and Griffith Thomas.

Griffith Thomas rejected evolution through the influence of McCready
Price. Thomas was a significant evangelical theological writer of his time
and recommended for Anglican evangelical clergy until the 1970s. After
being the principal of an Anglican seminary in Oxford, Wycliff Hall, he
went to Toronto in 1910. He was a leader in the World Conferences on
Christian Fundamentals and moved to join the newly formed Dallas The-
ological Seminary in 1924, but died suddenly before classes began. In his
two widely-read books The Catholic Faith and The Principles of Theology; An
Introduction to the Thirty-Nine articles, Thomas argued for a qualified ac-
ceptance of evolution. The Catholic Faith was published before Thomas left
England, and then revised in 1920. Thomas wrote, “Evolution as a law of
nature is undoubtedly true to an extent, and it may yet prove to be a very
great extent, . . . at present it can only be called a working hypothesis . . . ”
The Principles of Theology was not completed before his death and was
edited by Dyson Hague (1857–1935) and published posthumously in 1930.
Here, when speaking about Creation, Thomas was critical about the asso-
ciation of evolution with “the philosophy of materialism” and then wrote
that, “time has shown that the Darwinian theory is not necessarily to be
identified with the general doctrine of evolution.” He concluded after giv-
ing similar sentiments as quoted from The Catholic Faith that, “If we regard
Evolution as modal it is not only not anti-theistic, but in many respects
gives a far deeper, richer and fuller conception of the Divine working
than the older theories” (Thomas, 1943, pp. 10–11). Thomas had based
his arguments on recent writers such as James Orr (see Chapter 4) and
other protestant apologists such as McCosh, Stokes, Salmon and Webb. It
is difficult to ascertain when Thomas wrote this, but from his references it
possibly pre-dates his leaving England.

Then came the change. In 1917 Griffith Thomas met McCready Price
at a meeting for fundamentalist leaders in Colorado Springs and adopted
his ideas. The next year he wrote a booklet What About Evolution? and
later an article for Bibliotheca Sacra entitled “Evolution and the Supernat-
ural”(Thomas, 1922). In contrast to previous writings Thomas adopted a
wavering tone and was skeptical of an evolution of man. At the end he
raised several questions about evolution, but his penultimate paragraph
makes it clear that he rejected geology. Citing Price (Q.E.D. p. 125f) he
rejected the whole geological succession stating, “This is now known to
be a mistake.” It was “this mistake” which formed the major theme in
Price’s books and in the writings of Theodore Graebner, who maintained
that the use of fossils as age markers is based on circular reasoning from
the assumption of evolution, foreshadowing Morris’s arguments (Morris
and Whitcomb, 1961, 132–135).
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Thomas’s new views made no impact in Britain, and to my knowledge
no other British Anglicans showed the slightest sympathy to Price. In
February 1924 Price gave a lecture to the Victoria Institute (VI) in London to
a frosty welcome. A few anti-evolutionists like Douglas Dewar cited Price
favorably, but that was more in passing. Price’s “New Geology” slowly
made inroads into American Fundamentalism and created the conditions
for the rapid acceptance of Morris’s YEC in the 1960s.

Price’s New Geology found more acceptance with the Dutch Calvinists
and when Valentine Hepp, Bavinck’s successor as professor of theology at
the Free University, Amsterdam, gave the Stone Lectures at Princeton Sem-
inary in 1930, his lecture on Calvinism and Geology (Hepp, 1930, 183–223)
acknowledges his debt to Price. Hepp was far more skeptical of geology
than Bavinck, who accepted the geological timescale. It is ironical that the
previous year Gresham Machen (1881-1937) had left Princeton in protest of
its nascent liberalism to set up the conservative Westminster Theological
Seminary and that Machen himself accepted geology (Marsden, 1991, 182–
201). This vignette highlights the complex nature of American Christianity
in the 1920s.

As the older generation of Germanic Lutherans passed on theologians in
the twentieth century began to accept Copernicanism but made no conces-
sions to geology or evolution. Wisconsin-born Theodore Graebner (1876–
1950), the professor of philosophy at Concordia Seminary at St. Louis,
was more tolerant of heliocentrism than his father, but not of geology nor
evolution. While at Luther College, Prof. Tinglestad convinced him that
evolutionists were “reasoning in a circle” by dating rocks from their fossil
content. This he argued in several works beginning with Evolution; an in-
vestigation and a criticism in 1921 and finally in God and the Cosmos in 1932,
which was in three parts, Atheism, Materialism and Evolutionism.

Graebner was the first of several Lutherans associated with Price’s new
geology. Another was Byron Nelson (1893–1972), grandfather of Paul
Nelson, a contemporary YEC exponent of Intelligent Design (ID). Nel-
son reveled in Price’s New Geology in 1923 and wrote a master’s thesis at
Princeton Theological Seminary of the Genesis “kinds,” which was pub-
lished in 1927 as After its Kind (Nelson, 1927), which closely followed Price’s
geology. This was followed by The Deluge Story in stone an account of the
history of flood geology.

From Adventist and Lutheran flood geologists along with an assortment
of others especially Dudley Whitney (1883–1964) was born the Religion and
Science Association in 1935. This only lasted a few years as it succumbed to
dissent over whether Price’s deluge geology was preferable to the orthodox
geology, legitimized by the Gap Theory favored by Allan Higley (1871–
1955), who taught chemistry and geology at Wheaton and had a Ph.D. in
organic chemistry from Chicago. Higley’s disagreements with members of
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the Religion and Science Association were nothing compared to those he had
at Wheaton, from whence he left in disgrace in 1939. Numbers chronicles
several other societies formed in the following years.

It is not easy to assess the influence of Price and Deluge Geology on
American Fundamentalism in the early twentieth century. In 1915, its in-
fluence had not even begun and almost all evangelicals accommodated ge-
ology, helped by the Scofield Bible. But after 1918 Deluge Geology entered
into Fundamentalism like a leaven. Many considered it, some adopted
it and others like Harry Rimmer seemed to pick’n’mix between the Gap
Theory and Deluge Geology and passed on their ambivalence to their
hearers.

Suffice it to say that in 1915, very few of the nascent fundamentalists
adopted deluge geology (today’s YEC). By 1930 it was possible to claim
that the Scopes trial was about a literal Genesis. As was demonstrated
above that is only partly true, and could only gain credence in the 30s if
enough Fundamentalists were literalists. That there were is evidenced by
the activities of “deluge geologists” and Ramm’s claim that Price’s geol-
ogy provided “the backbone of much of Fundamentalist thought about
geology, creation, and the flood” (Ramm, 1955, p. 125). Many mid-century
Fundamentalists were like Rimmer and held an unstable amalgam of del-
uge and conventional geology.

In 1910 when the Fundamentals were published the vast majority of
American evangelicals accepted geological time and accommodated this
to Genesis by either the Gap Theory or the Day Age Theory. The small
minority who did not, mostly read Genesis without reference to science.
Price had unsettled that certainty and through his books created doubt.
Though few agreed with Price, many spoke highly of him and respected
him as a scientist. Price had not gained many converts but had sown
confusion in the evangelical camp and this is nowhere seen better than in
Harry Rimmer.

HARRY RIMMER (1890–1952)

Harry Rimmer was the most prominent scientific apologist for funda-
mentalism in the 30s and 40s. He was a Presbyterian minister and con-
sidered himself a scientist. Before he accepted a pastorate in Duluth, Min-
nesota in 1934 he spent much of his time as an itinerant evangelist and
often spoke against evolution. He came from a humble background be-
ing born to British immigrants in California. During a grim childhood
he was expelled in the third grade and worked from the age of fourteen
for railroad, lumber, and mining camps. Despite poor education he was
an avid reader. After a short spell in the army he entered Hahnemann
Medical College, a homeopathic school but dropped out after conversion.
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In 1913 he probably went to San Francisco Bible College for few months
and began preaching from his beloved Scofield Reference Bible. About
1920 he became an itinerant speaker for the YMCA and became interested
in the relationship of religion and science. Despite no training Rimmer
presented himself as a scientist and in March 1921 formed the Research
Science Bureau, which by the 1930s had 3,000 members. The primary pur-
pose was to raise funds for Rimmer’s ministry and to hold the copyright for
his publications. As well as many anti-evolution pamphlets and books he
printed sermons on the Virgin Birth, Joshua’s Long Day, and Jonah and the
Whale.

Rimmer’s antievolution pamphlets have been collected and published
by Edward Davis. Tracing out their publication history is difficult as they
were often later reprinted in another form with little change (Davis, 1995,
pp. xxxi–xxxiv). The great strength of Rimmer’s writings is their popu-
lar style combined with an authoritative tone in discussing science. The
weakness is his cavalier attitude to science, as when he states that Pilt-
down Man was found in a cave in Sussex, whereas it was “found” in
recent gravel. Rimmer was implacably opposed to evolution as tracts like
Monkeyshines, Fakes, Fables, Facts concerning evolution indicate. But before
we dismiss him out of hand his tract Embryology and the Recapitulation
Theory makes telling criticisms of “Ontogeny Recapitulates Phylogeny”
as did Stephen Gould forty years later. His geology was inconsistent as
though he rejects “evolutionary geology,” he did not quite give his sup-
port to Price’s New Geology, which described as “[t]he most remarkable
and up-to-date book of Geology extant today” (Davis, 1995, p. 369). Ul-
timately Rimmer could not decide whether the earth was young or not,
nor the length of the Genesis days. He alternated inconsistently between
Scofield’s Gap Theory and a literal view, drawing on McCready Price.
However, that did not affect his position as the leading fundamentalist
scientist.

After 1935 Rimmer collected his anti-evolution pamphlets and repack-
aged them as books—The Harmony of Science and Scripture (Rimmer, 1936)
and Modern Science and the Genesis Record (Rimmer, 1937), but published lit-
tle after that. As Davis summed up Rimmer, “What distinguished him from
most other leading fundamentalists, however was his claim to have sci-
entific expertise, . . . By his example Rimmer offered fundamentalist Chris-
tians support in the literal truth of biblical statements about nature, . . . ”
(Davis, 1995, p. xxi). He convinced many at the time, but before he died his
star was fading. In 1947 Van Kampen Press did not republish The Theory of
evolution and the Facts of Science on the advice of members of the American
Scientific Affiliation (ASA). By the 50s he was almost forgotten with the
help of the ASA and Bernard Ramm.
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THE INTERWAR YEARS IN BRITAIN

British evangelicals went into decline after 1900, and were neither fun-
damentalist nor anti-evolutionist. Despite the evolutionary agnosticism of
H. G. Wells, who co-authored The Science of Life in 1929 with Julian Hux-
ley and works like Bertrand Russell’s Religion and Science, which was a
popular rehash of the conflict thesis, British evangelicals had little antag-
onism to science or to evolution in particular. This may be because British
evangelicals “stressed personal piety over doctrinal purity” according to
Numbers. Also many evangelical leaders were Oxbridge educated and
thus had a broad education and some knowledge of science. Undergradu-
ates at Oxbridge were not isolated from the whole gamut of thought from
the Classics, the arts and the sciences as could a student at an American
evangelical college. However, Christian scientific apologetics had passed
to those of a more liberal bent like William Temple, Charles Raven, and
the modernist Bishop Barnes. Much may be because the stressed on a sub-
jective faith along the lines of the Holiness and Keswick Movements rather
than a cosmic, or intellectual faith. Questions of science were sidelined, or
regarded as long settled.

The VI had lost its Victorian vigor, but continued with meetings and jour-
nals. In those years archeology, especially of Mesopotamia, was of great
interest. Questions of Genesis One had long been settled but archaeology
promised historical support for parts of the Old Testament questioned by
radical critics. While in Britain in 1924, McCready Price gave a lecture to
the VI, which was published in the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria
Institute (JTVI), entitled Geology and its Relation to Scripture Revelation (JTVI,
1924, vol. LVI, pp. 97–123). The response was mixed but Price simply faded
from the British scene. In Britain Price could cite only two divines fighting
evolution, one Presbyterian and one Wesleyan. Against this I have picked
up much anecdotal evidence from British adults who attended Sunday-
school classes from the interwar years where youngsters were taught or
caught the idea that the Genesis days were twenty-four hours.4 This was
not the deliberate policy of the churches and their ministers, but is prob-
ably the result of poorly trained Sunday-school teachers doing what they
thought right. At times the teaching was abysmal as when a young Sunday
school teacher taught Snow White instead of the Bible!

The inter-war years were a lean time for evangelical writing, and little
touched on science. The emphasis was very much on a personal faith with
the focus on the death of Christ and the need for personal repentance and
faith. If science was mentioned there was a bland acceptance of geology
and some kind of evolution, but this was passed over quickly as in Basil
Atkinson’s commentary on Genesis.
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There has been little research into British evangelical scientists of the
period, except for Ronald Numbers in his study The Creationists, who
only considered those who could be termed Creationist (Numbers, 1992,
pp. 140–157). Evangelicals were at an all time low, and the paucity can be
seen in the membership list for the VI for 1924. Out of 500 about five were
scientists of some sort, with a clutch of medics and the rest in the forces or
from the clergy.

The most prominent evangelical scientist was Sir Ambrose Fleming
(1849-1945) who was professor of electrical engineering at University Col-
lege, London and invented the thermionic valve in 1904. His achievements
in the physics of telecommunications were immense and in his later life
became an evangelical apologist, having become president of the VI in
1927. Fleming is claimed to be a Creationist scientist by Henry Morris
(Morris, 1982, p. 102) and others but he was not Young Earth, though he
insisted on the special creation of the soul and accepted divinely guided
development rather than evolution. He did not consider himself an evo-
lutionist as to him as there were “discontinuities in nature” and “all such
processes require guidance.” He first argued this in an article in JTVI in
1928 and later in several books. These were sufficient to elicit responses
from Sir Arthur Keith, who was an ardent supporter of Piltdown Man.
Keith stressed that Fleming accepted evolution, but not for man. By 1935
Fleming was more strident in opposing evolution and in response Keith
(1935) wrote Darwinism and its Critics.

Fleming was the most prominent inter-war anti-evolutionist but not the
most strident. That honor must be shared by Bernard Acworth (1885–
1963), Douglas Dewar (1875–1957), and Lt. Col. Lewis Merson Davies
(1882–1955). Dewar graduated from Cambridge in natural science and en-
tered the Indian Civil Service. While in India, Dewar became an authority
on Indian birds and returned to England in 1924 and began to question
evolution on moral grounds and his field work on birds. And so a series
of anti-evolutionary books followed: Difficulties of the Evolution (Dewar,
1931) and More Difficulties of the Evolution Theory (Dewar, 1938) which was
a reply to Arthur Keith’s Evolution and its Modern Critics and other works.
Dewar became more skeptical both of biological evolution and geological
time and was possibly the first to doubt radiometric age-dating.

Merson Davies served with the Indian Army in the Northwest Fron-
tier and there became interested in geology. On returning to Scotland he
obtained both a Ph. D. and a D. Sc. from Edinburgh in geology and spe-
cialized in foraminifera. However despite his opposition to evolution and
religious modernism and his adherence to “a literal Bible” and “a literal
second coming,” he had no truck with Price’s deluge geology though he
respected Price. His main work was The Bible and Modern Science (Merson
Davies, 1934). In 1932 anti-evolutionism took a new turn when Bernard
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Acworth and others founded the Evolution Protest Movement, with Am-
brose Fleming as president. The main protagonists were Dewar and
Davies. The EPM did not accept Deluge Geology and opposed evolu-
tion from an old earth position and took on such evolutionary worthies as
the paleontologist Arthur Morley Davies and the atheist Joseph McCabe,
a former Roman Catholic priest. They failed win over C. S. Lewis despite
his minor doubts about evolution. After the Second World War the EPM
almost faded from public view, until it became YEC and was renamed the
Creation Science Movement in 1980.

With so few evangelical scientists, only two need mention. The first
was a doctor Arthur Rendle Short (1880–1953), who published several
books from an evangelical evolutionary perspective in the middle decades.
However his son, John Rendle Short, also a medical professor, claims
that he developed doubts about evolution toward the end of his life. The
other was Robert. E. D. Clark (1906–1984), who gained a Ph.D. in organic
chemistry and spent most of his career as senior lecturer in Chemistry
at the Cambridgeshire College of Arts and Technology. Clark doubted
evolution, but rejected flood geology. Even so he accepted P. J. Wiseman’s
visionary interpretation of Genesis and thus accepted an ancient earth
and even the common ancestry of man and ape. As typical of his era his
books were apologetic rather than ethical and had such titles as Scientific
Rationalism and Christian Faith (Clark, 1945) and Darwin, before and after
(Clark, 1948). For many years he was active in the VI. Though Clark was
influential in his day, he was eclipsed by the later leaders of the Research
Scientists Christian Fellowship (RSCF) like Donald Mackay.

JONAH AND THE WHALE AND OTHER FISHY

FUNDAMENTALIST TALES

Jonah and the Whale has long been a large fundamentalist red her-
ring! Others are the Long Day of Joshua and the Dial of Ahaz. These are
perennial favorites of fundamentalists and are still used as a litmus test to
test whether someone believes in total inerrancy. Rimmer dealt with each
at length as did many others. They have not lost their popularity as an
internet search will show.

Joshua’s Long Day refers to the battle between the Israelites and Amor-
ites in Joshua chapter ten, where it says in verse 13, “The sun stayed in the
midst of heaven, and did not hasten to go down for a whole day.” To take
this literally, one must conclude that on that occasion the day was longer
than twenty-four hours and thus it has been part of the fundamentalist
apologetic to give scientific explanation of it. Harry Rimmer made much
of it in The Harmony of Science and Scripture and argued that it is common
knowledge among astronomers that a full day is missing and that in 1890
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Prof. Pickering of Harvard traced it back to the time of Joshua. Recent
versions allege that NASA computers support this but even Answers in
Genesis (or rather Creation ministries International of Australia) regards this
as an urban legend!

The most popular is Jonah and the Whale and Rimmer’s type of apolo-
getic is still flourishing. Here, rather than considering Jonah as an allegory,
the story is taken as history. The focus of the story is not the repentance of
the people of Nineveh, but survival in a whale. Fortunately a contempo-
rary story was doing the rounds. An English seaman called Bartley claimed
to have been swallowed by a whale off the Falkland Islands in 1891, and
after the whale was caught, was released when fellow whalers cut open
the stomach and he emerged with rather bleached flesh. In almost every
version there are differences and contradictions, which are exposed with
great skill and humor by Ted Davis (Davis, 1992). Davis followed up all
possible references and found that all leads led to a fog of inconsistency
and confusion, resulting in the worst kind of apologetic.

The persistence of these arguments is a result of seeing the Bible as
totally inerrant both in what it says about God but also about history and
cosmology. This is compounded by a desire to interpret the Bible literally
without interpretation.

THE FORMATION OF THE AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC

AFFILIATION AND NEW ENGAGEMENT WITH SCIENCE

The foremost American evangelical scientific organization, the Ameri-
can Scientific Affiliation (ASA), celebrated its diamond jubilee in 2002. It
has long been in the exposed middle ground as it is condemned by YECs for
being too “liberal.” David Hart is right to speak of The Fundamentalist Ori-
gins of the ASA (Hart 1991). First, the principle founders Moon, Houghton
and Everest all came from a prewar fundamentalist stable in that they
were not attached to mainstream churches and were largely dispensation-
alist and inerrantist. They were hardly liberal, mostly “gappists” with a
nod to six-day creationism, anti-evolution to the core yet had an openness,
which soon landed the ASA in controversy and within two decades schism
with Morris and the YECs. They were “escaping from fundamentalism”
but would not have admitted it. Of the three Will Houghton (1887–1947)
was president of Moody Bible Institute, Irwin Moon (1907–1986) “a self-
taught amateur scientist” and a former pastor, who had left in 1937 for his
itinerant ministry on “Sermons form Science.” Moon rejected a chance to
study physics at Yale to go to the Moody Bible Institute. Later, through
him, Moody Institute produced its “Fact and Faith” Science Films. F Alton
Everest (1909–2005) was a professor of engineering at Oregon State Uni-
versity, who had done early development work on television.
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The birth of the ASA could not have been less promising. Like Jennings
Bryan, Houghton and Moon were worried about the moral and religious
implications of a science without God. Despite that they enlisted the help of
evangelical scientists and the nascent ASA leadership decided not to make
anti-evolution its modus-vivendi. As a result the ASA after 1942 was open
to all science, resulting in opposition from groups like the Deluge Society
and, from 1946, Henry Morris. This openness resulted in friction from the
beginning with the YECs feeling that all they opposed in “evolution” was
being accepted and proclaimed by fellow evangelicals. Thus the formation
of the Creation Research Society in 1963 was not simply the opposition of
the ASA to The Genesis Flood but a culmination of problems going back to
1942.

The early ASA did not have a sophisticated philosophy of science or
theology as they claimed allegiance to an “unerring” Bible and “the real
facts of science.” The very expression “the real facts of science” gives
philosophers of science apoplexy, as it reflects the naı̈ve view that science
discovers “facts” and ignores theory. Soon the ASA were quietly opposing
the republication of Rimmer’s Theory of Evolution and the Facts of Science
in 1947. At about this time Russell Mixter (1906–2007), Professor of Biol-
ogy at Wheaton College, and the up-coming geochemist J. Laurence Kulp
(1921–2006), a Wheaton graduate, were recruited to the ASA and with the
philosopher-theologian Bernard Ramm gave much direction to the ASA
for several decades.

Kulp, who had Ph.Ds in both chemistry and geology, took on Flood
Geology in the late 40s, after several founder members of the ASA, includ-
ing Dudley Whitney (1883–1964) attempted to align the ASA with Flood
Geology. Peter Stoner (1888–1980) would have nothing to do with it and
in a letter to Everest likened Flood Geology to a mathematician suggesting
that 2 × 3 = 7. (Stoner wrote several books on scientific apologetics during
the following decades.) In 1947 a group met in Stoner’s house to discuss
“The age of the Earth by Radioactive Methods.” This was published as
A Symposium on “The Age of the Earth, which included papers by Ramm
and Kulp, and a contrary paper by Walter Lammerts, one of the future
founders of the Creation Research Society, which questioned radiometric
age dating.

Everest encouraged Kulp to challenge the legacy of Price. Kulp obliged
in 1948 with a paper on the “Antiquity of Hominoid Fossils” arguing that
such creatures had walked this earth for hundreds of thousands of years.
He was opposed by Edwin Monsma, biology professor at Calvin College,
who objected to Kulp’s Uniformitarianism and that “wholesale death and
destruction took place before the fall.” After that Kulp savaged Flood
Geology in a paper given in 1949 entitled “Flood Geology,” to the chagrin
of Henry Morris. The disagreement went beyond the ASA and in the 50s
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InterVarsity’s HIS magazine became a forum to debate Flood Geology.
Everest’s hopes to silence Flood Geology failed and the publication of The
Genesis Flood in 1961 gave it new life.

Meanwhile Russell Mixter was leading the way in a new “creationist
interpretation” of evolution, with the ASA’s second monograph Creation
and Evolution in 1950. Mixter rejected a worldwide flood and thought it
likely that organisms had evolved “within the order,” thus not going as
far as a total evolution. He held to a Progressive Creationism similar to
that held in the decades before Darwin. The anti-evolutionist contingent
was unhappy and the younger more progressive ASA members were
losing patience with sops to anti-evolutionists. Kalthoof argues that the
watershed on evolution was at the annual convention of 1957, when Mix-
ter stated that he felt that gaps in the evolutionary record were being
closed and that he could no longer emphasize those gaps. That could
not have been anticipated when the ASA was founded fifteen years pre-
viously. Two years later the collection of essays edited by Russell Mix-
ter Evolution and Christian Thought Today (Mixter, 1959) was published.
The authors were competent scientists and their general tenor was ac-
cepting of evolution. However the essay by the theologian Carl Henry
“Theology and Evolution” was skeptical of both the validity of evolu-
tion and whether it could be reconciled with evangelicalism. Then, as is
often the case today, American evangelical scientists disagree with their
theologians!

The most important book to be published from the ASA stable was writ-
ten by a theologian. That was Bernard Ramm’s (1916–1992) The Christian
View of Science and Scripture (Ramm, 1955). Since the mid-forties Ramm
had been involved with the ASA and in 1946 began to teach a course on
science and the Bible at BIOLA, with one of Rimmer’s works as the text.
Ramm soon dropped it and devised his own course, which he turned
into a book. This book has had a considerable twofold influence. First
it has been almost programmatic for members of the ASA (and their
British counterparts) in directing an approach more like that of evan-
gelical scientists in the nineteenth century rather than the Rimmers and
Prices. Secondly, it moved a young Old Testament scholar, John Whit-
comb, to anger, who in collaboration with Henry Morris wrote The Gen-
esis Flood (Morris and Whitcomb, 1961) triggering off the modern YEC
movement.

The first twenty years of the ASA had resulted in a new openness to
all science by evangelicals and unwittingly created the environment for
a new and vigorous form of YEC to take root. This was totally different
to the evangelical engagement with science in Britain in the same period
to which we now turn, which had few concerns about flood geology and
evolution.
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SCIENCE AND THE POSTWAR EVANGELICAL

RENAISSANCE IN BRITAIN

The first flickering of a greater interest in science by evangelicals oc-
curred place during the Second World War, through the instigation of
Oliver Barclay (1919–). In 1942 Barclay, who had just completed a Ph.D.
in biology at Cambridge, was appointed to the Inter Varsity Fellowship
(IVF), the evangelical group working among students. Over the next 54
years he had an immense influence in the IVF, the nascent RSCF and the
later Christians in Science. As well as his work in the IVF he encouraged
many to develop an interest in science and religion, including myself. In
1944 Barclay wrote an article on Evolution and Christianity, in which he
made a distinction between evolution as a scientific theory, which he ac-
cepted, and evolution as a world-view, which he did not. Barclay opposed
YEC when it was introduced to Britain in 1968, but he was not tempera-
mentally suited to fighting fire with fire. What turned out to be the birth
of the RSCF was a weekend conference with twelve participants in 1944.
Most were Ph.D. students but included R. E. D. Clarke. The sixteen-page
report of the conference cost 7d.

Initially the group had no name and was often referred to as “Oliver
Barclay’s Group”! Soon it was named—Research Scientists Christian
Fellowship and through Barclay was affiliated to the Inter-Varsity
Fellowship (IVF). Since 1944 there has been an annual conference for
every year except 1946, which covered almost every possible religion
and science theme from evolution (of course), moral responsibilities
of the scientist, the environment, bioethics, indeterminacy, and so on
(http://www.cis.org.uk/conference/past.htm). The caliber of papers pre-
sented varied as lecturers have been a mixture of experts, young scientists,
and the nondescript.

The RSCF broadened its membership quite rapidly and drew in the
doctor-turned-pastor Dr. Martin Lloyd-Jones. The main participants and
leaders were Clark and Barclay, the latter using his position in the IVF to
ensure its growth. In 1948, Prof. Reijer Hooykaas of the Free University,
Amsterdam, was invited through Lloyd-Jones. Hooykaas was a noted
historian of science, who directly or indirectly inspired many younger
historians of science like Martin Rudwick.

Initially members of the RSCF published very little, but very little was
published on science and religion in the 40s and 50s. Almost the only
authors were Clark, Coulson, Mascall, Smethurst, Raven, and Yarnold
in Britain, and Pollard in the United States. Only Clark was an evangel-
ical. From the late 50s a growing number of books were produced by
evangelical and non-evangelical scientists. Notable among evangelicals
were books by Hooykaas (including the excellent Natural Law and Divine
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Miracle (Hooykaas, 1958) on the Principle of Uniformity), Clarke and Don-
ald Mackay. When the IVF published the Christian Graduate from 1947, it
contained a section for the RSCF. Due to restraints of space, the RSCF pro-
duced an annual newsletter of sixty-four pages from 1983 to 1988, until,
after being renamed Christians in Science in 1988, they joined forces with
the VI to publish the journal Science and Christian Belief, which has a high
standard.

The RSCF attracted many evangelicals, some of whom left as they could
not subscribe to the IVF basis of faith. Theologically it was conservative
evangelical of the English variety. Even so, they had strong links with
their American counterparts in the ASA, and almost used Ramm as their
textbook. To the end of the 60s evolution was unquestioned, so much so
that the young Clark Pinnock expressed his concern to Francis Schaeffer
when he visited L’Abri in Switzerland after attending a joint RSCF–ASA
conference in Britain 1965. During the 60s and 70s Oliver Barclay continued
as the effective leader of the RSCF though he published little. It is to his
credit that he brought together a number of scientists like Donald Mackay,
Robert Boyd and Malcolm Jeeves. Barclay’s gift was in organizing and
inspiring.

The publication of The Genesis Flood in 1968 began to shatter the peace,
despite a devastating revue in The Christian Graduate by A. N. Triton, the
nom-de-plume of Barclay. The rapid effect can be illustrated by my own
experience. I was at Oxford University studying geology from 1965 to
1968 and was in and out of the Oxford Inter Collegiate Christian Union
(OICCU), part of the IVF, which was founded by my college chaplain,
F. W. Dillistone, in his evangelical youth in the 1920s. By the 60s he was
a respected liberal theologian! A combination of Dillistone and OICCU
started me on my Christian pilgrimage and despite the strong evangelical-
ism of OICCU, not one ardent evangelical told me that I should not accept
evolution or geology! From 1968 to 1971 I worked as a geologist in Africa
and when I met old friends on my return many had become YEC. Those
three years marked the crucial change in Britain.

POISED FOR SUCCESS OR . . .

If we could go back in time to 1959, the Centenary of The Origin of Species,
and considered the prospects for an evangelical understanding of science,
we would probably conclude that the interwar years of Fundamentalism
and the Scopes trial were past history and that Evangelicals would largely
return to the openness to science of their mid -nineteenth century forbears
like Gray, Dana, Warfield, and even Charles Hodge. In the United States,
we could look to the transformation of the ASA, and the influence of two
books, one by Ramm and the other edited by Russell Mixter. In Britain we
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would note the evangelical renaissance headed by Stott and Lloyd-Jones
and the work of the RSCF and their leaders like, Barclay, MacKay and
Boyd and the bevy of young evangelical scientists including Rudwick and
Polkinghorne, who, though they drifted away from a narrower evangeli-
calism were so significant in the history of geology (and its relationship to
Christianity) and the revival of science and religion.

In 1960, U.S. evangelicals could have been expected to follow the di-
rection of Ramm and much of ASA, with a slow acceptance of evolution.
However that was not to be. The flood was about to break and like Noah’s
contemporaries they were unaware that they were about to be inundated,
first slowly and then catastrophically, by a Deluge of biblical proportions.

A later quotation of Billy Graham sums up the general perception of
evangelicals in 1960

I don’t think that there’s any conflict at all between science today and the Scriptures.
I think that we have misinterpreted the Scriptures many times and we’ve tried to
make the Scriptures say things they weren’t meant to say, I think that we have
made a mistake by thinking the Bible is a scientific book. The Bible is not a book
of science. The Bible is a book of Redemption, and of course I accept the Creation
story. I believe that God did create the universe. I believe that God created man,
and whether it came by an evolutionary process and at a certain point He took this
person or being and made him a living soul or not, does not change the fact that
God did create man. . . . whichever way God did it makes no difference as to what
man is and man’s relationship to God (Frost, 1997, pp. 72–74)

NOTES

1. This section is very largely based on Edward Larson’s Summer of the Gods.
2. Personal communication with E. Davis, January 20, 2004.
3. http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs/3986.asp.
4. Not always so, at an Anglican Sunday School (St. Nathanael’s Walton) in

Liverpool in the 1930s children were taught the story of Snow White in preference
to the Bible! My source, Edna Hull, who was sent to a Baptist Church, later became
a churchwarden of that church.
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